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This paper describes a spiking neural network that learns classes. Following a classic Psycho-
logical task, the model learns some types of classes better than other types, so the net is a
spiking cognitive model of classication. A simulated neural system, derived from an existing
model, learns natural kinds, but is unable to form sucient attractor states for all of the
types of classes. An extension of the model, using a combination of singleton and triplets of
input features, learns all of the types. The models make use of a principled mechanism for
spontaneous ring, and a compensatory Hebbian learning rule. Combined, the mechanisms
allow learning to spread to neurons not directly stimulated by the environment. The overall
network learns the types of classes in a fashion broadly consistent with the Psychological
data. However, the order of speed of learning the types is not entirely consistent with the
Psychological data, but may be consistent with one of two Psychological systems a given
person possesses. A Psychological test of this hypothesis is proposed.
Keywords: classication, cognitive model, spiking neurons, Hebbian learning
1. Introduction
Classication of input stimuli posits itself as the rst building block of higher order cogni-
tive functions. It has been studied intensely for several decades in terms of computational
learning since the advent of Perceptrons in 1957 and before that for several centuries as
a philosophical discussion since Plato's ideas of clustering 'similar' objects. This paper
proposes a cognitive model of classication based on simulated spiking neurons that learn
via a Hebbian learning mechanism. Our aim, rather than to build a perfect classier, is
to build one that reproduces error in a similar manner to humans when they classify.
A good cognitive model behaves like a person. Better ones behave like people on a range
of tasks. This paper accounts for some of the data of human subjects from the study
described in Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins' 1961 paper Learning and Memorization of
Classications ([Shepard et al., 1961] and see section 2.1). It explores the performance of
human subjects over a forced binary classication task involving self discovered rules1.
Subjects were presented with images that had three salient dimensions that took binary
attributes thus leading to 23 possible instances that were then divided into two classes
of four instances each. The logic of dividing the eight instances into two classes is what
forms the base classication complexity. With three binary dimensions (see Figure 1),
there exist six dierent types of classication scenarios such that within each of the
six scenarios, any dierent arrangement of the binary classes can be represented as a
simple rotation over one of the three dimensions. However none of the six types can be
Corresponding author. Email: c.huyck@mdx.ac.uk
1Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins refer to classes, though modern terminology often refers to categories. This paper
refers to classes throughout.
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represented as a rotation of other types of scenarios. Subjects were shown the stimuli
images in a self-paced manner and were informed if their choice of the binary class
was correct or not. Thus subjects had to discover the underlying logic rule behind the
classication, or, in other words, implicitly discover which of the six scenarios is in use and
then map it to the binary classes. Subjects did better on some types than on other types.
It was found that the performance of subjects was type-dependent, such that the ease
of classication loosely predicted the number of logic rules necessary for classication.
However this relationship was lost with time, over successive trials, indicating that once
the rule had been discovered the complexity of classication had a less signicant impact
on performance.
These six types of classication problems can be mapped to other categories of clas-
sication problem. Two of the types are linearly separable (see section 3.1). When in-
puts are linearly separable, the problem becomes a trivial matter of nding the decision
boundary for a Perceptron [Minsky and Papert, 1969], whereas for nonlinearly separable
inputs, adding hidden layers and using Backpropogation can solve many classication
problems. Even more powerful are the statistical approaches that use probabilistic mea-
sures such as Bayesian networks [Friedman et al., 1997, Bielza et al., 2011], which have
found solid ground in the domain of articial intelligence, and machine learning ap-
proaches [Yarkoni et al., 2011] that can detect relations in large datasets. However when
exploring the mechanisms of cognition, there is a need to understand the underlying neu-
ral processes that can bring about the rich classication behaviour seen in human and
other animal studies. For example, Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) are used to classify
this data (see section 3.3); however it is not at all clear how this mechanism relates to a
cognitive model. Statistical approaches do give an insight about what is going on during
complex classication processes; for example the hierarchical models of object recogni-
tion [Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999] provide an account of a biologically plausible way
of tackling invariant object recognition. Yet the question of grounding these models in
biologically relevant neural network models remains an open domain of exploration.
In the context of this task, a good cognitive model will learn all six types of classes.
Like humans, learning will vary by type, but not within type. The model will both learn
the simpler types faster, and make fewer errors on the simpler types. None the less,
eventually, the system based on the model, like humans, will be able to perform almost
perfectly on even the most complex type.
Since the brain is made of neurons, a neuro-cognitive model is closer to the underlying
computation than other computational models, for example, rules. As topology is impor-
tant, a recurrently connected model is more biologically realistic, as is a sparsely con-
nected model. Spiking models are even closer approximations than continuously valued
neurons, and are particularly important because biological learning is based on spikes.
The models described below have only a few thousand neurons, and are thus far from the
billions of neurons in a human brain, and those neurons are very simple models compared
to actual biological neurons. None the less, the models are constrained by many of the
parallel biological factors, and thus inform fuller understanding of the underlying neural
activity from which cognition emerges, and that cognition.
While the machine learning community makes use of linear separability as a property
of a classication task, the Cognitive Science community has explored natural kinds
[Rosch and Mervis, 1975]; these are the types of classes that humans and other animals
typically form, and so are of particular interest to cognitive modelling. Shepard et al.'s
six types of classication problems can also be mapped to natural kinds (see section 2.2).
Spiking neural networks provide a biologically relevant platform where sev-
eral important details of neural processes are maintained while abstracting over
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minute details of cellular mechanisms; they are computationally viable and, to
some extent, analytically understandable for the simulation of cognitive behaviour
[Ghosh-Dastidar and Adeli, 2009]. Spiking neural networks with a specic network ar-
chitecture have been shown to be eective and ecient for the task of unsupervised
clustering of complex \real life" data [Bohte et al., 2002]. This article attempts to go one
step further by not only restricting computation to biologically plausible mechanisms of
classication but also by adding an extra layer of cognitive processing over self-organised
clustering to try and replicate a Psychological study on classication.
This paper explores to what extent a classifying model, based on spiking Fatiguing
Leaky Integrate and Fire (FLIF) neurons [Huyck and Parvizi, 2012] with a modular re-
current architecture, is successful in replicating Shepard et al.'s study. The model is a
modied version of a similar model [Huyck and Mitchell, 2014] used for several machine
learning benchmark classication tasks.
In these simulations, attractor states are learned. The input converges on particular
states linking the input to the class. The original mechanism works for the linearly
separable classes. However, a combination of the input features is needed for the other
classes.
The remainder of the paper starts with a literature review of the classication tasks
(section 2.1), natural kinds (section 2.2), and the basics of the neural and plasticity
models used in the later simulations (sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). Next simulations derived
directly from the earlier system (section 3.1), with modied input (section 3.2), and
using MLPs (section 3.3) are described, and the results discussed. Section 4 describes
the nal system that is used as the cognitive model. Section 5 discusses the model and
concludes that the model is at best a half-cognitive model, aligning with only one system
of a commonly used two system model of the mind [Kahneman, 2011]; it also proposes
a testable prediction. Section 6 concludes.
2. Background
The research literature on learning, even on learning classications, is vast (see
[Kotsiantis et al., 2007, Ashby and O'Brien, 2005] for review). Below, the particular
study of Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins is described. This is followed by a brief descrip-
tion of work on natural kinds to explore the type of classes humans typically learn. The
section then switches to simulated neural systems, as this paper describes a simulated
neural model of classication.
2.1. Learning and Memorization of Classications
The classic paper [Shepard et al., 1961] selects a small subset of the possible classication
problems. It works only with two class problems, and only with problems with four
items in both classes. Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins work with dierent triples of binary
variables, but one set they used frequently is the triple Squares vs. Triangles, Black vs.
White, and Large vs. Small. This yields eight items. These items can be laid out on a
cube with items diering by only one feature sharing an edge (see Figure 1). One triple
is a large black triangle.
A particular classication task involves four items of the eight points of the cube as
one class, with the remaining four as the other class. For instance, one class might be
the Black items, and the other would be the White items.
Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins had subjects learn these classication tasks. Subjects
3
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Figure 1. Cube arrangement of items used in this paper and Learning and Memorization of Classications.
were told the two possible responses before the rst item was presented. The item was
then presented, and after they answered, they were told if they were correct or not.
While there are
 
8
4

70 possible classes of this type, these can be grouped into six
types. Table 1 shows the six types. The classes are described by the solid circles vs.
the empty circles on the cube arrangement of items. Rotating the cube will give other
classications, but these are in a real sense identical. For example, the classication based
on the Black items is identical to the classication based on the Square items. They are
both of Type 1. They are equally complex, and if the features are considered equally
salient, they should be and are equally easy to learn. Table 2 shows the exact same types
with example pictures.
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Table 1. The six dierent types of class, using the Cube description from Figure 1. Solid circles show one class
and empty circles the other.
Classications of dierent types cannot be transposed. For example, one Type 4 clas-
sication has the rst class composed of the Black elements except for the small black
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square, and with the large white triangle; in some sense, the large black triangle is cen-
tral to this class as the other three elements all share two of its features. One Type 3
classication has the Black elements except for the small black square, and with the
small white triangle; it has no central element. Section 3.1 has a further analysis of the
dierent types.
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Table 2. The six dierent types of class, using examples. These echo the cube description from Table 1.
This is, of course, what Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins found. Within a classication
type, subjects performed very similarly. Performance includes both accuracy and time.
However, between types, performance diered. Subjects did best on Type 1 and worst on
Type 6. Performance on Type 2 was slightly worse than Type 1, and Types 3, 4 and 5 were
lumped together with performance between Types 2 and 6. Type 1 > 2 > 3&4&5 > 6.
For example, when trying a Type 1 classication, subjects on average mis-classied 12
on the rst trial and ve on the fth. For Type 6, they mis-classied 65 on the rst trial
and 15 on the fth. A cognitive model should reproduce these errors.
The dierences between types eectively becomes insignicant with successive trials.
It does take longer for some types of classes to be learned than others, but eventually,
subjects discover how to classify each task. The type of stimulus has an eect only as a
novelty factor and the subjects are soon able to correctly classify stimuli.
2.2. Natural Kinds
Classes that are typically used by humans and other animals are not based on mathemat-
ically precise rules. Like the word 'games', most concepts are not dened by necessary
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and sucient conditions [Wittgenstein, 1953]. Instead most concepts are based around
family resemblances [Rosch and Mervis, 1975]. Members of a class share many features,
though none may have all of the associated features. These natural kinds are the type of
classes that animals typically develop.
A member of a family shares many features with many other members of the family.
Natural kinds typically refer to objects in the real world, for instance cats, or chairs.
All classes are not natural kinds. In a two class problem based on eight items composed
of three binary features (like the problems in section 2.1) in some classes many members
do not share many features with other members of the family. With the types from
section 2.1, Type 4 is what is most typically referred to as a natural kind. All members
share at least two features of the three features. Type 1 class membership is determined
by a necessary and sucient feature; this is also a natural kind but a very simple form.
Features are not shared preferentially within a class for Type 2 and Type 6 problems,
so they are not natural kinds. Features are shared preferentially in Type 5, but one
element of the class shares no features with the others, so the class is not a natural kind.
Type 3 is not a particularly sound natural kind as members do not share many features.
On this shared common feature analysis Type 1 > 4 > 3 > 2&6 > 5.
Of course, this does not mean that people are incapable of using classes based on rules
or even arbitrary classes; they can also develop classes based on necessary and sucient
conditions; and they can develop classes based on simply enumerating the members of
the class. It is clear that most if not all humans can develop these types of class.
2.3. Simulated Neural Systems
Neural simulations are becoming increasingly accurate. The number of neurons used is
increasing, and the biological faithfulness of the neural model is improving. However, the
current state of the art is incapable of modelling a brain at a neural level with any reason-
able degree of delity. Consequently, simulations must necessarily be an approximation
of the underlying neural process.
Existing neural and connectionist models are solving more and more problems. The
state of the art in machine learning is deep nets [Schmidhuber, 2015]. These can be
used to learn very complex classication tasks, however they do not necessarily align
with biology, nor provide a good cognitive model. More biologically accurate simula-
tions have been used for classications (e.g. [Wade et al., 2010].) There are however few
spiking cognitive models (e.g. [Zipser et al., 1993, Mongillo et al., 2008, Huyck, 2009,
Stewart and Eliasmith, 2011]), though cognitive neuroscientists are attempting to un-
ravel the neural basis of cognitive phenomena (e.g.[D'Espisito, 2007]). The authors are
not aware of any other spiking cognitive models of classication.
For the purposes of this paper, what is needed is a good cognitive model of classi-
cation. While other models, (e.g. symbolic models) may account for data, a relatively
faithful neural model may both address the key aspects of classication, and support
the development of more complex simulated neural systems. This paper develops a more
accurate cognitive model based on a reasonably biologically faithful neural system.
2.3.1. Neural Models
Perhaps the key component of a neural simulation is the neural model itself (see
[Brette et al., 2007] for a good review). There are many popular models, with compart-
mental models (e.g. [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952]) being the most biologically faithful.
Spiking point models are widely used, being eective but computationally simpler than
6
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compartmental models. The integrate and re model [Lapicque, 1907] is the simplest and
earliest version. These models integrate activity from incoming synapses; if they surpass
a threshold, they spike. The spike propagates from the ring neuron to all post-synaptic
neurons propagating activity and continuing the cycle.
Modern point models typically include leak (e.g. [Stein, 1967,
Brette and Gerstner, 2005]) to form leaky integrate and re (LIF) models. If a
neuron does not re, it retains some of its activity, but some leaks away. The simulations
described below model leak with Equation 1. Atj is the total activity neuron j has at
time t. D is the leak or decay rate, which is greater than 1. If the neuron does not re at
time t   1, ignoring incoming activity, some of the activity leaks away. When a neuron
res, its activity is reset to 0.
Atj = A
t 1
j =D (1)
The LIF model can be extended to include fatigue. When a neuron res, it fatigues and
becomes more dicult to re. In the simulation below, this and ring are modelled by
Equation 2. The summation is the incoming activity where Vi is the set of pre-synaptic
neurons that re, and wij is the synaptic weight from neuron i to neuron j.  is the ring
threshold and Fj is the current fatigue of neuron j. As fatigue increases, it becomes more
dicult for the neuron to re.
 + Fj < Aj =
X
i2Vi
wij (2)
When the neuron res, fatigue increases by a constant Fc, unless it has a total fatigue
less than -.25. If this is the case, fatigue is halved. If the neuron does not re, fatigue
decreases by another constant Fr.
This FLIF model aligns relatively well with biological data [Huyck and Parvizi, 2012].
The model is discrete updating every 10 ms. With the four parameters set (threshold 
is 2.2; decay D is 1.12; fatigue increase Fc is 0.45; and fatigue recovery Fr is 0.01) over
90% of simulated spikes map to biological spikes (rat somatosensory neurons).
An additional benet is that the neurons re spontaneously when they are not exter-
nally stimulated. If a neuron has not red for some time, it will become hypo-fatigued,
and spike. To prevent frequent spikes after hypo-fatigue, the ring rule halves fatigue
when it is negative. This principled mechanism for spontaneous ring allows synaptic
strength to move to neurons that have not been activated by the environment.
2.3.2. Plasticity
Another major consideration in neural simulation is plasticity. How do the synaptic
weights change? The general scientic opinion is that plasticity is Hebbian, though there
remains interest in non-Hebbian plasticity (e.g. [Senn et al., 2002]). Hebbian plasticity is
local involving only the pre and post-synaptic neurons [Hebb, 1949]. The weights change
so that if the pre-synaptic neuron tends to cause the post-synaptic neuron to re, the
weights increase. Less explicit is that the weights decrease if the pre-synaptic neuron
does not tend to cause the post-synaptic neuron to re.
This description is very general and has led to many plasticity rules. Spike tim-
ing dependent plasticity has received a great deal of attention [Bi and Poo, 1998,
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Song et al., 2000]. In this sort of Hebbian rule, the precise timing of the pre and post-
synaptic neurons are very important. In many example rules, the dierence is considered
at the two ring simultaneously. If the pre-synaptic neuron res after the post-synaptic
neuron, the synaptic weight is reduced; if the pre-synaptic neuron res rst, the weight
increases. There is some biological evidence to support this type of rule, and as it involves
only two neurons, the system can be studied both in-vitro and in-vivo.
An older and simpler rule is known as Oja's rule [Oja, 1982]. This rule forces the
synaptic weight towards the likelihood that the post-synaptic neuron co-res along with
the pre-synaptic neuron. So, if half the time the pre-synaptic neuron res, the post-
synaptic neuron res, the weight is :5. This of course can be weighted by a scaling
constant. This is the basis of the compensatory learning rule used in the simulations
below, shown by Equations 3 and 4. Oja's rule is reected by the component of the
Equations without the exponent. wij refers to the weight of the synapse normalised
between 0 and 1. R is the learning rate, and C the weighting factor (the current synaptic
weight). The weight increases when the neurons co-re (Equation 3) and decreases when
the pre-synaptic neuron res and the post-synaptic neuron does not (Equation 4).
+wij = R  C[(1  wij)  10(WB Wk)] (3)
 wij =  R  C[wij  10(Wk WB)] (4)
The exponential component of the equations is the compensatory modier. This forces
the total synaptic weight a neuron has towards a constant.WB is the target total synaptic
weight for a neuron, andWk is the total current synaptic weight. When the current weight
is larger than the target weight, the increases is less, and the decrease is more. Similarly,
when it is below the target weight it increases more and decreases less (see [Huyck, 2007]
for a more complete explanation).
In this context, the synaptic strength of a neuron can mean the strength coming into a
neuron, the strength leaving a neuron, or some combination of the two. When the strength
is based on the synapses leaving the neuron, it is called post-compensatory learning, and
when it is based on the strength entering a neuron it is called pre-compensatory learning.
The simulations described in this paper do not make use of a blend of the post and pre-
compensatory learning on a particular synapse.
When a neuron is not stimulated by the environment and has weak incoming synaptic
connections, it still res due to hypo-fatigue. If it is learning via a pre-compensatory
learning rule, as it has weak incoming synaptic strength, it will tend to increase its
weight and become involved in circuits over time.
3. Standard Simulated Neuron Learning System
This section describes two spiking neural models for classication. The rst is based
on an earlier classication model, and the model does not classify some of section 2.1's
types well. The second model modies the input, and, in the simulations run, classies
perfectly. Unfortunately, this perfect classication does not t well as a cognitive model,
since subjects make mistakes. A third section describes an MLP that categorises the
data. This performs more or less perfectly, and is thus, also, a poor cognitive model.
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3.1. Only Modication for Domain
An earlier simulated model has been used for many standard classication tasks
[Huyck and Mitchell, 2014]. The neural model was a FLIF model (see 2.3.1), and there
was a four subnet topology (see Figure 2). The subnet topology was based on exterior
and interior subnets. The exterior Input and Output subnets are a relatively simple way of
handling a range of input features and numbers of classes. The separation of the interior
SOM (self organising map) and Hidden subnets allows the classes to develop more slowly
with the SOM subnet accounting for some of the feature combination, while the Hid-
den subnet built up attractor space for the classes. A comparison of the learned weights
shows that synapses between neurons in the Hidden subnet has large type dependent
dierences, while other connections do not (see section 4.2).
Input SOM- Hidden- - Output
Figure 2. Gross topology of classication simulations. Boxes represent subnets, and arrows excitatory connections
between subnets. There are (not indicated) connections within the SOM, Hidden, and Output subnets.
The Input subnet consists of neurons that represent the input features of class examples.
The Output subnet is divided into groups of neurons for each class. During training,
instances of the training set are presented by stimulating the associated input neurons
in the Input subnet, and the correct class neurons in the Output subnet. Plastic synapses
in the system then learn. In this paper, one training (or testing) instance is called an
epoch typically lasting 75 cycles, with external stimulation lasting for the rst 40 cycles,
and the system allowed to run on its own for the remaining 35. The full testing set is
typically presented several times, with a typical duration of 24,000 cycles (320 epochs).
The system uses post and pre-compensatory learning and the type of plasticity is
based on the pre-synaptic subnet. It is post-compensatory for the Input subnet, and pre-
compensatory for the remaining subnets. In all the simulations below the target synaptic
strength (WB) is 5 for Input, 3 for SOM, 5 for Hidden, and 10 for Output neurons. This
is consistent with the earlier classication work.
Testing is done by presenting the inputs as during training; this uses an identical epoch
length. The method for choosing a class for a given input is to count the number of Output
neurons ring in each class during the entire testing epoch. If the rst class has more
neurons ring, it is selected; otherwise, the second class is selected.
A one subnet inhibitory neuron was used for each of the SOM, Hidden and Output
subnets. This had a synapse from each of the neurons in the subnet, and if the number
of neurons ring exceeded a threshold, inhibition (not shown in Figure 2) was sent to all
of neurons in the subnet; the inhibition was proportional to the number of neurons ring
beyond the threshold.
This basic system was used for several classication tasks from the University of Cal-
ifornia at Irvine's archive [Hettich and Bay, 1999]. These included the Yeast, Iris and
Cars tasks. All performed near other standard classication algorithms, for example
Self-Organizing Maps[Kohonen, 1997].
This standard topology was used as a starting point for binary classications. The
only modications were to accommodate the new domain. Using this initial topology,
the Input subnet needed six separate inputs, three pairs of feature values. Each feature-
value is allocated 20 neurons; when an instance is presented, 50 of the possible 60 input
neurons is externally stimulated. Similarly, the Output subnet is broken into two classes,
9
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each with 50 neurons; 20 of these were externally stimulated. Training lengths were the
typical 24,000 cycles.
These parameters are derived from the prior simulations on other classication tasks.
The number of neurons externally activated should be less than the total possibly ac-
tivated to increase the variance in the learning. There is no proof of optimality of this
topology; indeed, the authors strongly suspect that it is not optimal, just a good point
in the vast parameter space.
The network topology is as usual; there are 1000 neurons in the SOM subnet, and
1000 in the Hidden subnet. Each Input neuron connects randomly to 20 neurons in
the SOM subnet, each neuron in the other subnets connects to 10 other neurons in
its own subnet, each SOM neuron connects to 10 Hidden neurons, each Hidden neuron
connects to 15 SOM neurons and 10 Output neurons, and each Output neuron con-
nects to 10 Hidden neurons. The Output subnet has subnet inhibition starting at 50
neurons, and the SOM and Hidden subnets starting at 100. These are all values used
for earlier classication experiments. All code is written in java and can be found at
http://www.cwa.mdx.ac.uk/NEAL/code/CANTShepard.tar.gz
After training, learning was turned o, and the 8 items were each presented 5 times and
classied. For each type, the process was repeated 50 times. Each new run uses a dierent
random seed for topology generation, so each network is almost certainly unique.
Depending on the type of class, performance on the task ranges from perfect to chance
(see Table 3). The columns dierentiate by type. The two rows represent dierent classi-
cation tasks within a type. These simulations run true to Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins'
types with dierent classes within the types performing almost identically. There is only
one instance of Type 6.
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
100 52.3 75.6 98.3 73.6 51
100 51.2 76.4 93.6 73.6 -
Table 3. Performance on classication tasks by type. The rst row shows one instance of a type, and the second
a dierent instance of that type. For example, for T1, the rst is Black vs. White, and the second Square vs.
Triangle. There is only one instance of a T6 classication task.
As can be seen, Types 1 and 4 are almost perfectly classied. Types 3 and 5 perform
at about 75%, and Types 2 and 6 perform just slightly above chance. This behaviour is
driven by the direct relationship between the input features and the output classications.
In the case of Type 1, the primary input feature determines the output classication. In
the rst class, if the item is Black it is of class A, and if it is White it is of class B. In
Type 4, three features appear in one item, and two of them appear in the other three.
For example, the rst row of Table 3 is the class Black without the small black square,
and with the large white triangle. Black, Square and Large each appear in large black
square, and each of the other class members has two of the features (e.g. large white
square has Large and Square. The natural kind mechanism prevails, and the items are
classied almost perfectly. There are two attractor states.
Types 3 and 5 also have skewed input relations. In both cases one feature appears in
three of the four items, but does not appear in the fourth. In the rst row, Type 3 is
the Squares with the large black triangle, without the large white square. In this case
the system also forms two attractor states, it just does not include the outlier in the
state. Thus, during classication the system gets roughly a quarter of the items wrong.
Similarly Type 5 in row 1 is the Blacks with the small white square, without the small
black square. On both of these types, the classier overgeneralizes. Do note, that Type
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3 could also be described as the Blacks without the small black triangle and with the
small white square. All class items share more features than all class items in a Type 5
class.
Types 1 and 4 are linearly separable. Types 2, 3, 5 and 6 are not.
Inspection of 10 runs of Type 5 classication showed that there were 106 classication
errors. 99 of them were the outlier. For Type 3, 88 of the 98 errors were from the two
outliers in each class.
The system performs quite poorly on Types 2 and 6. In this case, the input features
do not directly align with the output classes. For instance, the Type 2 classication in
row one is the black squares, and white triangles. In this case, each feature value appears
in exactly two items in each class. Similarly, in Type 6 each feature appears in exactly
two items in each class. In row one, class A is made up of the small black square, large
white square, large black triangle, and small white triangle. The system nds it dicult
to combine features, and gets roughly chance classication behaviour. This relates to the
exclusive or problem [Minsky and Papert, 1969].
Classication is successful due to the learning of attractor states. When inputs are
presented, neurons in the SOM and Hidden subnets re causing the appropriate neurons
in the Output subnet to re. These are not Cell Assemblies [Hebb, 1949] because they do
not re persistently. These attractor states are Cell Assembly like because cell assemblies
are attractor states.
In the case of Type 1 and Type 4, there are only two attractor states needed, one for
each class. In Type 2 and Type 5, four attractor states are needed, two for each class. In
Type 2 these all respond to two input features. In Type 5, for each class there is one state
responding for three items that share features, and one state that responds to one item.
For Type 6, 8 attractors are needed, one for each item. This analysis is most complex
for Type 3 because the outlier items in a class share no features.
3.2. Three Feature Input Model
A minor adjustment to the model yields almost perfect classication. Instead of the
individual inputs, the system now receives the triples as inputs. There are now eight
possible inputs, one for each class element. When that element is presented, the neurons
associated with it and only it are stimulated; for example, presentation of the big black
square is done by stimulating its input neurons; when big black triangle is presented an
entirely dierent set of neurons are stimulated.
The method is almost the same as in section 3.1. Instead of six possible inputs of 50
neurons, the system now has eight possible inputs of 100 neurons. Instead of activating
50 neurons for input, the system activates 60. There are 10 synapses from each neuron
in the new Triple Input subnet to neurons in the SOM subnet. Like the Input subnet,
learning is post-compensatory, and SB is 5. Otherwise, the method remains the same.
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
100 100 100 100 100 100
Table 4. Performance on classication tasks by type with triples as inputs.
Table 4 shows the results. In this case, over 50 nets of each type, every classication
is correct. It is possible to fail, but in this case it has not.
Following the natural kind analysis, each input feature is uniquely mapped to an output
class. Consequently, this task is even easier than the Type 1 task in section 3.1, as there
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are no superuous inputs. For all of the types, eight attractors are formed. Each directly
maps an input to an output.
While it is a solid learning system, it is of course, a poor cognitive model. The system
should fail when subjects fail, and performance should vary on dierent types of classes.
3.3. Classifying with a MLP
In some sense, all six types of classication task are extremely simple. A simple caching
algorithm that merely memorised the eight items and their classes would perform per-
fectly after one training instance. Consequently, standard machine learning algorithms
should perform well.
For instance, the tasks were run with MLPs learning via Backpropagation. There were
three inputs and one output, and the number of hidden nodes was varied. Inputs were
1.0 and 0.0 feature values as were the training class values. The simulations trained for
1000 iterations.
Number Hidden Nodes 1 2 3 4 5
T1 8 8 8 8 7.89
T2 6 7.25 7.89 8 7.9
T3 6 7.65 8 7.91 7.87
T4 8 8 8 7.99 7.98
T5 5.26 7.41 7.77 7.94 7.78
T6 6 6.39 7.89 7.98 7.48
Table 5. The average correct classications out of eight for a particular type and number of hidden nodes in an
MLP simulation. This is the average over 100 runs, and numbers like six or eight have resulted from every run
giving six or eight.
The outputs were real valued, and the decision process for each item was if the value
was > 0.5 it was of class 1, and if it was  0.5 it was a 0. Table 5 shows the average
results over 100 runs of each condition. With one hidden node there is a linear separator.
It is interesting that types 1 and 4 are classied perfectly; they are linearly separable.
Types 2, 3 and 6 are each time have six eight correct; the separating plane has been
drawn at one of the best possible places.
Beyond this, there is not much to comment on as a cognitive model. The results are
almost perfect on all types with four hidden nodes. One could not reasonably posit
that as time goes on, extra hidden nodes are added. Indeed, as the addition of the fth
hidden node (and more not shown) leads to a decay of performance while human subjects
continue to do perfectly, this is a poor model. An MLP is a connectionist system inspired
by neurons. In this case, it is not a good cognitive model.
MLPs can act as solid cognitive models (e.g. [Plaut et al., 1996]). However, in this
case, the function that is learned is not a good match to the cognitive phenomenon.
In the case of classication, the underlying phenomenon being modelled is an attractor
state emerging from biological neurons, and modelling with attractor dynamics formed
by neural mechanisms is closer to the underlying phenomenon. Even if it were a good
cognitive model, if they performed equally well, the simulated neural system would be
better than the MLP.
12
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4. Combining Triples and Singletons
A system that combines the systems from sections 3.1 and 3.2 more closely echoes sub-
jects' data. The gross topology of that system is shown in Figure 3.
Triple
Input QQ
Q
Q
Qs
Input SOM- Hidden- - Output
Figure 3. Gross topology of combined input mode classication simulations. Boxes represent subnets, and arrows
excitatory connections between subnets. The Triple Input subnet has been added extending the topology from
Figure 2. There are (not indicated) connections within the SOM, Hidden, and Output subnets.
The method combines those from sections 3.1 and 3.2. 50 and 60 neurons are externally
stimulated in the Input and Triple Input subnets respectively. That is, when an input is
presented, 50 of the 60 neurons are stimulated in the Input subnet, and 60 of the 100
neurons are stimulated in the Triple Input subnet in both training and testing. 20 of the
50 neurons are stimulated in the Output subnet during training.
The open variable is number of connections from each Input and Triple Input neuron
to neurons in the SOM subnet. There are 20 from Input neurons (as in section 3.1), and
a varying number from Triple Input neurons. The results shown in Table 6 indicate that
as the number of Triple synapses increases, the classication performance increases.
Triple Synapses T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
5 100 94.8 96.8 99.9 80.2 93.6
10 100 98.1 98.4 100 85.6 98.4
20 100 99.3 99.7 99.9 87.2 99.0
Table 6. Performance with single and triple feature inputs on classication tasks by type. The row refers to
number of synapses per Triple neuron to a SOM neuron.
This is qualitatively close to the Shepard data, but the behaviour of Type 5 is partic-
ularly bad. One option is that for this type of class, more time is required for training.
4.1. Time
All of the simulations described to this point have been trained for 24,000 cycles; each
input set of 8 items has been presented 40 times. This is sucient for several types, but
Type 5 in particular might require longer. So, simulations with varying training lengths
were run. These are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
The simulations have been run on each type for increasing durations. The durations
have been increased by 600 cycles, a presentation of each item. The evaluation was then
run over each of the 8 items 5 times. This was then repeated ve times, and the average
performance plotted. This shows that Type 1 is learned most quickly, converging around
15,000 cycles. Type 2 takes much longer, not converging until around 32,000 cycles. Type
3 is slightly quicker than 2, converging around 25,000 cycles.
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Figure 4. Classication performance by type and cycle. Results for Types 1, 2 and 3. Type 1 converges most
rapidly.
Similar to Type 1, Type 4 converges quite quickly, around 18,000 cycles. Type 6 is sim-
ilar to Type 2 converging around 25,000 cycles. Type 5 takes the longest, not converging
until 48,000 cycles.
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Figure 5. Classication performance by type and cycle. Results for Types 4, 5 and 6. Type 5 takes the longest.
If the standard experiment is run, training for 36,000 cycles, most types are classied
perfectly (see Table 7). Types 3 and 5 are approaching complete classication, but are
still not there. With 60,000 cycles or more of training, errors rarely occur. This echoes
human performance!
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Triple Synapses T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
10 100 100 98.8 100 97.5 100
Table 7. Performance with single and triple feature inputs on classication tasks by type trained for 36,000 cycles.
4.2. Synaptic Topology Analysis
Following the results seen in the classication performance of the network (Table 7),
the network topology was analysed to see if any structural dierences arise in the nal
state of dierent subnets. Gross topology measures such as rank, degree, clustering and
eigenvalue analysis did not reveal any signicant dierence in the structure of the subnets
when compared across dierent types of inputs (not shown). However, the number of
cycles required to reach peak performance for the network shows a clear separation
among the dierent types of inputs. This suggests that the input types are dierentiated
by the number of weight changes required for all the subnets to reach a steady state.
The distribution of synaptic weights was analysed for all the connections, both feed-
forward and recurrent, between dierent subnets, for example, Input to SOM subnet,
SOM to Hidden, Hidden to Hidden subnet and so on. The weights were compared after
running the simulation for 60,000 cycles, which has peak performance for all input types.
The distributions of weights arising from each input type were compared using the two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test after collating results from 10 dierent runs. The
intention of using the KS test was not so much to examine if the weight distributions
arise from the same probability distribution but it was more to get an estimate of how
much the distributions dier for each input type in terms of their shape or location. Thus
the p-values reported below in Table 8 are not a test of the 'signicance' of the results
but instead are more to quantify the dierence in distributions.
Hidden to Hidden Synapses T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
T1 1.0 .052 .995 .995 .346 .016
T2 1.0 .052 .230 .494 .995
T3 1.0 .832 .346 .008
T4 1.0 .665 .147
T5 1.0 .346
Table 8. p-values for comparing the distributions of synaptic weights for the 6 dierent types of inputs using the
Komolgorov-Smirnov test. Nets trained for 60,000 cycles.
Amongst all the subnets, meaningful dierences were only seen in the recurrent con-
nections of the Hidden subnet while other subnets did not show substantial type specic
dierences. As seen in Table 8, T5 seems to dier from all other nets in how the weights
get distributed once the network has reached peak performance with a weak similarity
only with T4. T6, barring its similarity with T2, also seemingly diers quite a bit from
all other nets. These comparative trends are not only seen in gures 4 and 5, as the rate
of rise in the classication performance, which partly reects the ndings in Table 8,
but also in the similarity of classication performances seen in Table 6. Hence the KS
test strongly suggests that the bulk of the classication dierences among input types
occurs in the Hidden subnet. The Hidden subnet forms the last stage before outputs
are decided and apart from being recurrently connected with itself, it also gets aerent
connections from the SOM subnet and importantly from the Output subnet, thus having
a rich information ow within it.
This analysis shows that, depending on the type of class they have as input, the
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networks have learned something substantially dierent. Even at this coarse level, the
weight distributions are dierent. This relates to the number of and size of the attractor
states that are formed. Type 1 and 4 require only two attractor states, and thus are
similar. Type 2 requires four equally sized attractor states, and that is similar to type
5, which requires 4 states though two are large and two small. Type 2 is also similar to
Type 6, which requires eight equally sized states. Type 3 is most similar to Type 4 as its
two attractor states are more diuse.
5. Discussion
A valid criticism of the model is that it is post hoc. The authors knew about the data
on human performance on classication tasks before developing the model. A reasonable
response to this is the prior classication systems; the current model is a variant of those
models. The only major addition is the triples as input.
One key point of this paper is that dierent types of classes take longer to learn.
Moreover, this is based on two main factors: the combination of the relationship between
class members and singleton input features; and the way features are shared between
class members.
The relationship between class members and singleton input features is described in
section 3.1. It is relatively simple for even the standard system to learn Type 1 and
4 classes almost perfectly because all the members of the classes of those types share
features. This propagates through the middle subnets to form two attractor states, one
for each class. This also aligns with natural kinds. Though very simple classes, these two
types are natural kinds; Type 1 is a particularly simple form of natural kind as it is based
on a necessary and sucient feature.
Types 2 and 6 take appreciably longer to learn than Types 1 and 4. This is due to the
lack of direct information from the singleton input features. In both cases, each feature
value has two elements in each class. These do not align with natural kinds. In Type 2,
there are four attractor states, and in Type 6, there are eight. In the above simulations,
these require the triple inputs to be learned.
Types 3 and 5 do have a relationship between class inputs and feature membership
that should support their being learned. However, the second factor, the way features
are shared between class members, becomes important. Note in Figure 5 how Type
5 starts to improve before Type 6. This is the benet of the class to singleton input
feature relationship; in the standard system, this takes it to near 75% classication
performance. However, the other member of the class shares no features with the three
that are correctly classied. It takes the system a long time to learn to correctly classify
this element. The Type 3 class has two members that share no features, but they both
share one and two features with the other members of the class. Thus, they also need
help from the triple inputs, and take longer than all but Type 5 classes.
A benet of the model is that the basic FLIF model has been used to perform a wide
range of activities including virtual agents (e.g. [Huyck et al., 2011]) and neuro-cognitive
models (e.g. [Huyck, 2009]). It is hoped that learning and using classes can be readily
integrated into this framework.
One of the major questions raised by these simulations is the combination of features.
The system makes use of triples of features; indeed it performs perfectly on these inputs
alone. In the human brain, the system would have to learn to combine the single input
features into these triples. How can this be done?
It is not surprising that feature combination is important. It is an important topic in
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machine learning [Lanckriet et al., 2004]. Given n binary features, there are 2n ways to
combine them.
While the simulations do show varied behaviour in learning dierent types of classes,
this variance does not match that shown in Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins' subjects. The
precedence shown in the above simulations is Type 1 > 4 > 3 > 2&6 > 5; this does match
the natural kind analysis the authors proposed in section 2.2. However, the subjects had
a precedence Type 1 > 2 > 3&4&5 > 6. In this sense it is at best a half-cognitive model.
Some of the subjects' tasks involved explicitly creating rules. Clearly, the model pre-
sented here is incapable of creating rules. One could speculate that this may have to do
with the two Psychological systems described by, among others, Tversky and Kahneman
[Kahneman, 2011]. The classication simulations described above account for the fast,
automatic, parallel, system 1. The subjects are using both system 1 and system 2, the
slow system that can use and generate rules. As the subjects are getting feedback, and
concentrating on the task of learning the classes, they may form rules. Indeed this is
one of the tasks they must do. So, a full cognitive model would incorporate this func-
tionality. Do note that this speculation provides a testable prediction. If a class (which
could be of the two class three binary feature form) was learned solely by system 1, it
should follow the natural kind precedence. This might be done by the subject learning
the classes passively, while concentrating on some other task. Also note that Shepard,
Hovland, and Jenkins consider the natural kind explanation in the form of generalization
theory [French, 1953]. Finally, note that Shepard, Hovland and Jenkins give an explana-
tion consistent with the two system speculation; generalization theory works, but in the
case of some types, an extra rule based mechanism is needed.
Another valid criticism is that the model is an extreme simplication of the actual neu-
ral topology. For instance, the model does no actual vision. This particular concern can
be partially addressed by the independence of the visual features (shape, colour and size)
in the original Shepard et al. work; their work implied that this type of learning problem
was general across modality. None the less, it is clear that these classes are not learned
by humans with a few thousand neurons. It is hoped that this neural model is indicative
of the actual neural processes involved in the eight feature two class classication, but
also in other classication tasks.
While the neural model is relatively simple, it is also not widely used. The use of fa-
tigue has been described elsewhere [Huyck and Mitchell, 2014], but in this paper, the use
of hypo-fatigue to drive ring in unstimulated neurons, allows the attractors to spread
into areas that have not been directly stimulated from the environment. It also seems
likely that this also spreads activity to neurons that are not already in attractors. Simi-
larly, compensatory learning is relatively simple but is also not widely used, and its use
has been described elsewhere [Huyck, 2007, Huyck and Mitchell, 2014]. In this case, the
post-compensatory rule supports the spread of activation from the Input subnet to the
others, and the pre-compensatory rule encourages the spread to the other subnets. This
can be seen when running a classication simulation; initially, there is no ring in the
SOM and Hidden subnets, but over the epochs, it increases. In general, the compensatory
mechanism reduces the likelihood that a neuron will become involved in too many at-
tractors. The neural and learning models are undoubtedly simplications of the actual
biological system, but it is hoped that they are simplications that include much of the
important computational detail.
This paper has compared the spiking model to MLPs, but could have also made use
of other systems such as Hopeld nets and other types of attractor nets. There is a
large body of simulation work with Hopeld nets (e.g. [Amit, 1989]); this work ben-
ets from a solid mathematical framework supported by restricted topologies, for ex-
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ample bi-directional connections; unfortunately, these topologies are not biologically re-
alistic. There are limitations in their ability to learn classes with Hebbian like rules
[Jacyna and Malaret, 1989], but that should not aect their ability to learn the Shepard
et al. classes. Instead, all of the dierent types of classes should be learned at about the
same rate, making the Hopeld model a poor one.
Similarly, there are solid neural models that do not spike. A great deal of work has been
done with rate coded neurons (e.g. [O'Reilly, 1996]), and even persistently active neurons
(e.g. [Rumelhart and McClelland, 1982]). The use of a Hebbian learning rule, based on
spikes, is not directly relevant to these systems, but similar rules can be developed.
Consequently, it would be interesting to see a cognitive model based on continuously
valued neurons. It would be particularly interesting if that model implemented the full
cognitive model using both systems.
6. Conclusion
The full model from Figure 3 is a sound classication system. In particular, it accounts
for all six types of binary classications. Moreover, it not only learns sound classiers,
it learns them in a type dependent manner, so that more dicult classes take longer to
learn.
While the standard model works well for natural kinds, it does not work well for other
types. The model has been extended to include triplets as inputs (to yield the full model).
These triplets are a weakness of the model because the system does not learn them on
its own. Biological neural systems can.
Both models are good because the neuronal models and learning rules are neuropsy-
chologically reasonable. These are biological models. This is the only neural cognitive
model of classication the authors are aware of. However, neurons in the systems do
not directly correlate with neurons in a brain. For instance, the models only use a few
thousand neurons, while many more are almost certainly used, and reused in a brain for
these tasks. Instead the models are indicative of mechanisms that might be used in a
brain.
Even the full model is not a particularly good cognitive model. While it does learn the
dierent types of classes at dierent rates, the rates do not echo the precedence shown
in human subjects. Instead, the authors propose that it is a good half-cognitive model.
Following the two system Psychological hypothesis [Kahneman, 2011], the full model
may echo the data presented by the rst fast system. What is needed to make it a whole
neuro-cognitive model of the task is to add a spiking model of the second slow system.
It is dicult to build spiking neural cognitive models of complex cognitive functions,
particularly when these functions involve learning. However, by building these models,
the understanding of neuro-psychological functioning can be advanced.
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